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Upon closer inspection, he did. not even have eyelashes. He really was a unique-looking man. However,

warriors came in all sorts of looks, and he was not the most unique one.

The moment the bald man entered the Capture Hall, he did look at the rules like everyone else. Instead,

he hurried over to the spectator stands, and he happened to stop right in front of Joe.

After the bald man rushed over, he reached out and pulled out the person in front of Frank, “Percy Blatt is

out!”

It was Hezti’s first time hearing that name, but it was clearly not for the people around him.

That warrior who was pulled up immediately straightened his body. However, everyone looked over with

strange expressions.

The person hurriedly asked, “Is it only Percy? What about Randall Bolton? What’s their condition like?”

The bald man took a deep breath and said with a complicated expression, “Both of them are out, and both

of them are not injured at all!”

The moment that was said, everyone around them suddenly hissed.

Someone could not hold themselves back from asking, “Completely uninjured? Are you sure? Did they

really not get injured at all? I remember both of them had the highest difficulty! How could they not be

injured?”

The bald man glared and said in a cold voice, “Why would I lie to you? Is it that fun? The news has

already been spread everywhere. If you don’t believe me, go find out yourself!”

With those words, everyone naturally believed him.

The quiet atmosphere was suddenly in a clamor again.

“I don’t know what to say right now?! None of these challenges have been difficult for them at all, but they

refuse to get to a level one city. Why are they staying here to fight over our resources?!”

“Hey, can you shut up? Don’t you know that the walls have ears?! There are quite a lot of warriors from

the Star Continent. Don’t forget how they are!

Hezti never heard of the two names before, but it was not his first time hearing about Star Continent.

In Cloud City, he had heard about that continent quite a bit. The most important part was the Star

Continent was the same as the Swelling Tide Continent. Both of them were very troublesome.

Anyone who offended Star Continent would definitely suffer in the future. Furthermore, Star Continent was

ranked much higher up than the Swelling Tide Continent. It meant that Star Continent was stronger than

Swelling Tide Continent.

Star Continent was among the top three of the second-grade worlds, so Star Continent’s warriors were

naturally also among the strongest. Most warriors would try to avoid warriors from that continent, worried

they would be troubled in some way. Not only were they strong, but they were also short-tempered.

As long as anyone offended a warrior who had a significant position from Star Continent, they would be

pestered without end. Quite a few people have been forced out of cities by them, hiding in other cities.

However, as long as they were at a place with warriors from Star Continent, they would still be targeted.
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